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Midnight Madness II falls short of
pandemonium
Jo Ann Gometz

News Editor
The area in front of Alumni
Hall was crowded by 10:15 Monday night, a full quarter-hour before Fairfield's Midnight Madness II was set to get underway.
It seemed as if the organizers'
vision of "Pandemonium in
Alumni Hall," might be on target. By 10:40, when the event
actually started, it was clear that
Stag fans still needed coaxing to
support their team.
In the mild melee preceding
the official welcome, the Stag
was decapitated by a hooded assailant. For some of those in attendance, that seemed the high
point of the evening.
Eric Roland, one of four coorganizers of the event, served as
the master of ceremonies, and
opened the evening's festivities,
saying, "To the thousands here
and the millions watching worldwide, on behalf of FUSA; let's
get ready to rumble."
Following a Macarena contest, three-point contest, the sing-

ing of "The Star-Spangled Banner," a performance by the

dance ensemble, Degrees of Motion, and a 3-on-3
contest in which "Overrated"
beat "Lights Out," the cheerleaders took the court to perform
their own dance routine.
Marc Robbins of Channel 12
Sports, following last year's
proclamation of "The Year of
the Stag," declared this year the
"Year of the Antlers." The proc-

Parents' Weekend
plans set
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
Parents willhave an oportunity
to visit campus and their children when Parents' Weekend
gets underway Oct. 19 and 20.
Over 2,300 family members are
expected for the annual event,
which begins Saturday at 9 a.m.
Saturday's agenda features a
football game, as the Stags take
on Canisius at 1 p.m. on Alumni
Field; Mass, celebrated at 4:30
p.m. in Alumni Hall; and panel
discussions about topics such as
"Election '96" and "Career Planning," which wil take place from
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. In addition, the deans of each school
will speak on behalf of their programs.
At 8 and 10 p.m. Saturday
night, comedians Tim Settimi
and Becky Blaney will perform
in the Quick Center. A hypnotist
will also perform in the Oak
Room beginning at 9 p.m. The
Reverend Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., University President, is ex-

pected to deliver a welcome address to parents and families at
10 p.m. in the Oak Room.
On Sunday, the Glee Club
will perform in the Quick Center
at noon, while the Alpha Sigma
Nu inductions will take place,
also in the Quick Center, at 3
p.m.
Students whose parents wil
not be attending Parents' Weekend, are encouraged to eat brunch
on Saturday inDolan Commons
between 11:30 and 1 p.m., because space in the Campus Center cafeteria will not accomodate
the students and the number of
families expected to attend
brunch.
Susan Olsen, the coordinator
for the event, still needs volunteers to help out over the course
of the weekend. She said, "Many
events have been planned and
we're hoping for a nice day."
Any students interested in volunteering should contact Olsen
in the Development Office at
254-4004.

lamation met with ill-concealed
disdain from the students assembled. During Robbins' initial
address, the Stag

discovered that making
shadow-puppets on the big screen
set up for video clips was a good
attention-getter. So shadow the
Stag did, drawing attention away
from Robbins' speech, and entertaining the audience.
Sometime before midnight, the

crowd began to disperse, but a
significant number of people remained to see video clips of the
men's team, and to see the teams
emerge in a haze of smoke and
multi-colored strobes.
After the teams ran drills,
women'scoach Dianne Nolan
introduced her team, while
Marc Robbins returned to introduce the men' s team in place
of coach Paul Cormier, who was
unable to attend, due to the death
of his sister, Marsha, earlier in
the day.
After the men ran their own
drills, proving a definite capability for dunking, with 100 percent
of the men slamming the ball, the
women showed an equal affinity
for life on the court, running their
own drills with precision and skill.
However, by the time the
women took the floor, the gym
was nearly empty. Organizers and
basketball die-hards alike expressed their displeasure with
those who left, but more than one
student was heard to say, "Twoand-a-half hours is just too much."

Appalachian
connection continues
Heather Wade
Staff Writer
For the last 21 years < crafts
people from the Appalachian
states have traveled to Connecticut to participate in the annual
Appalachian Cultural Arts and
Crafts Festival. The festival was
established by former Fairfield
alumnus, the Reverend William
Sangiovanni, who founded Appalachian Volunteers, Inc., a nonprofit organization established to
help improve the quality of life
for those who live in the Appalachian region.
Sangiovanni created the festival in an attempt to improve the
living standards of the Appalachian people by enabling them to
sell their handmade crafts in the
Metropolitan area.
Initially, Sangiovanni sold the
Appalachian crafts from the back
of his station wagon. He later
arranged to hold the festival in
the backyard of Fairfield residents George and Millie Bisacca.
Since then, the Appalachian Fes-

tival has grown into a huge success. It entertains thousands of
Connecticut residents and has become Connecticut's longest running festival. This year, the Appalachian Festival was held at the
Barone Campus Center at Fairfield
University.
Attendees are given the chance
to participate in Appalachian culture by purchasing a piece of
handiware, while listening to live
mountain musicians, and watching the Bannerman Family &
Friends Clog Dancing Team.
Quilts, woodcarvings, furniture,
baskets, pottery, weavings, baby
clothes, puzzles, toys, rugs, one of
a kind dolls, non-motorized
wooden toys, and Christmas decorations are among the most popular crafts available.
This year, new stands include
Only Ewe, a shop run by a West
Virginia group selling handmade
sweaters. A group from North
Carolina opened a shop called the
Pot Hole, featuring hand thrown
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Campus Beat
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
On Tues., Oct. 8, at 12:30 a.m., there was a case of disorderly conduct
between two "male students in Claver Hall. The report is being sent to Judicial.
On Thurs., Oct. 10, at 4:16 p.m., there was a case of burglary reported. A
laptop computer was stolen from a room in Regis Hall. Security is investigating
the case.
On Fri., Oct. 11, at 10:49 a.m., a harassing phone call was reported from the
School of Nursing. Security is investigating the case.
Also, at 6:11 p.m., narcotics were found in a backpack by Alumni Hall. The
pack, belonging to a Prep student, contained some quantity of marijuana. The
case has been referred to Prep.
On Sat., Oct. 12, at 2:29 p.m., the trailer by the press box on Alumni Field was
broken into. Security is investigating the case.
Also, at 10:13 p.m., two non-students were caught with alcohol by the Regis
parking lot. The alcohol was confiscated and the individuals were escorted off
campus.
On Tues., Oct. 15, at 12:05 a.m., an intoxicated female non-student was found
in Campion Hall. The guest of a student, she was transported to the hospital by
ambulance.

(^ampud
T C^frier
Thurs., Oct. 17, at 3:15 p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room, there will be an
Orientation Recruitment meeting for members of the Class of '99.
Fri., Oct. 18, from 4-8 p.m. the Levee will host Class of '97 Pub Night.
Sat. and Sun., Oct. 19 and 20, is Parents' Weekend. See article, page 3, for
details.
Sun., Oct. 20, at 2 p.m. in the Oak Room, Harvest Tickets will go on sale.
Mon., Oct. 21 marks the beginning of Alcohol Awareness Week.
Tues., Oct. 22, at 8 p.m. in the Quick Center, FUSA will sponsor a lecture by
Tabitha Soren.
Wed., Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. in the School of Nursing Auditorium, there will be
a lecture by Dr. John Petropoulos, entitled, "Germania and Genocide: The World
View of the National Socialist Leaders as Expressed Through Their Art
Collections." Free admission..
Any seniors who will be finishing early and graduating on January 15, 1997
should fill out a degree card immediately in the Registrar's Office.

Classifieds
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up to $2,000+/month. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time positions. No exp. necessary. For info, call 1206-971-3550 ext. C50841

To place a Classified,
call the Mirror at x2533
and ask for Rob.

CHEERS

BOOS

...to one-eyed Jack...to having your
hand warmed by Vanilla's brother...to
the 3 grinders at the Paris...to
minimizers...to the ultimate parallel
parkers...to considerate and polite older
men buying you beer... to Jill, spread
your wings, you're now free to fly...to
new and exciting mood swings from the
P. ...to dancing in Alumni Hall...to
sculpted and svelte, not flat, veiny
muscles... to all the Hardees of the
world- you have the best fries...to bran
muffips and cinnamon buns...to the
Jonesy embrace- gimme some more...to
Midnight Madness- is that him?...to possible corrections...to Canadian hockey
players- we miss ya, love giggles and
blue eyes...to cutting class...to pinching
bouncers' bums and not getting caught.. .to
6 drinks and 10 shots in one night...to the
lucky bell-bottoms borrowed from our
not so lucky roommates...to success in
small numbers...to buns of steel...to that
PB girl with her jeans on inside-out...to
wearing turtlenecks in September to cover
the evidence...to going with the gang to
Harvest...to those two girls getting what
they want and their early morning
walks...to Sal-...to the tape in the car...to
getting home-cooked meals...to AG deciding to show up for class...to kegs every night of the weekend... to dinner dates
with Fordham graduates- what's his
name?...to Bobby T., the real man with
senioritis...to being put in their place...to
never letting it "sink in"...to hanging out
with the RA's...to TH 58- we're the
best.. .to K&J' s sex room.. .to L&R' s girly
room...toDCClubandMontreal...toB&J
thanks for putting up with us...to peep
shows...to switch-hitters...to Canucks...to
finding our new favorite band- Soul
Coughing...to the Class of 1999...to hearing that double-ring...to "sweater
weather" approaching...to Midnightpopcorn, thanks for the butter and bowls-we
need salt...to the Jogues penthouse...to
hailing a cab and surviving the ride in
NYC...to interesting conversations...to
blowing all your money in NY...to the
awesome opening band and the greatest
encore...to not getting a ticket for illegal
parking at the train station...to the "wall
of men"-we love you all...to having no
turbo on Monday...to Wednesday being
over...to getting your first good grade in
math...to the Yankees for winning the
division series...to not getting lost in NYC
and not having to break out the mace...to
the lacrosse team...to the women's tennis
team winning the MAACs...to making
up with a friend...to hooking up with a
Princeton grad...to having your house
intact...to the Yankees...to the silent
assassin...to Pivonka and Bondra...to the
wine-o...to Eli's on Sunday nights...to
"the circle"...to beating the K.I.D. in
Beruit...to the "new" Beruit champs...to
the lacrosse team-great job this
weekend.. .to winning 2 to 0-go Regis!.. .to
the Stag for coming out...to kind of
studying...to not falling asleep in long
eight...to the luck of the alphabet...to
seing the end in sight...to being "the
best"...to Pete Sampras lookalikes...

...to sleeping through the PB crisis...to
getting hung up on by your best friend's
ex...to being accused of stealing that
watch...to being the victim of an entire
class...to our Thursday night class...to
guys who won't get their water and
leave...to people not liking our t-shirt
motto but not having enough nerve to
tell us to our face...to not keeping your
mouth shut...to supposed friends who
have nothing better to do than to come to
your house and make fun of everyonestay home...to social climbers...to the
tension in the senior class...to the worst
hangover ever...to not having the guts...to
bows...to the Underwear Police...to too
much information...to broken beds in
the Vatican...green fleeces on the
point...to not having enough time...to
getting salt instead of sugar on your
lemon...to
boring
pointless
voicemails...to "where's my dime"...to
not finding a computer that works...to
dropping two glasses in one night...to
"smoking can kill you...to profs who
feel compelled to give tests th day before vacation...to not shopping at the
mall...to pre-pubescent, skinny boned
boys who were whacked* out and tripping on everything under the sun at he
Dave concert...to being overs tressed...to
wanting to push all those people off the
balcony...to rudeness...to discovering
your new favorite band- and finding out
they broke up two months ago...to being
a bio major...to wanting to be the center
of attention 24-7...to being a math
major...to the Deli for closing early...to
rain on Wednesday for eco-lab...to having to do homework during vacation...to
not having your favorite muffin...to
dissing your friends as dates...to being a
slacker/procrastinator...to having nothing to cheer about...to way too close
situations...to not going to Harvest...to
misssing "The Rock" to go to a review
session...to waiting to eat Sodexho
food...to movies at Gonzaga-FIX the
AUDIO, will you?...to physics- why are
we require to take it...to the cheesy Ohio
FUSA god...to Big Red...to New York
in general...to hoochi mammas and
hoochi pappas...to calling it short and
being dished...to the box in the front
seat.. .to a half-hour drive to hook-up.. .to
Midnight Madness- what madness?...to
dyeing problems.. .to too much work and
not enough time...to cramming...to
match-ups...to dump and switch
technique...to Harvest "dates"...to annoying conversations...to seeing other's
cry...to having to wait in line for concert
tix when you're not going to the dance...to
sweet clueless guys...to not fitting into
your dress., .to bad tempers...to three little
midterms all in a row...to two midterms
back to back...to not setting up a standard exam schedule...to not enough
stories...to Baltimore for losing...to not
getting World Series tix...to being
used...to getting ticketed for parking at
Kostka.. .to never getting to see that great
guy play...to late nights at the Mirror..Xo
cutting best friends off on the phonesorry.. .to the Stag for closing at 10 p.m.the sign's not right... to no sleep...
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Appalachian, continued
from p. 1
pottery, and Thistle Dew Farms
entered the festival with a sale of
various honey products.
Due to the success of the Appalachian Festival and the continued warm response of Metropolitan residents, a retail store
has been opened in Darien, making it possible for people to purchase Appalachian crafts
throughout the year. Fifty percent of the profits are returned to
assist the families in the area
where the crafts originated.
Since the festival began, a

real connection has been
formed between the Connecticut residents, and the people of
Appalachia. Many Fairfield undergraduates have participated
in aiding the poor of the Appalachian region. An Appalachian
Club exists at Fairfield University, and its members have traveled to Kentucky several times
to repair homes for needy families. The students are guests of
former Fairfield alumnus Tom
Carew, who heads the expedition. Members of the Appala-

chian Club also assist in planning
the Appalachian Festival.
This year, students from
Fairfield's School of Nursing will
travel to Morehead, KY, to work
with the local visiting nurses program. As an indication of the continuing bond between the two regions, several additional groups,
including Fairfield High School
students, various church organizations, and many adult volunteers
have found a number of creative
ways to serve the poor in Appalachia.

Estrada named Library
Director
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
JamesEstrada has been named
University Librarian and Executive Director of Academic Computing, effective Nov. 15. Estrada
currently serves as the assistant
director for Regional Campus
Libraries and director of the
Harleigh B. Trecker Library for
the University of Connecticut.
Last June, former University
Librarian Barbara Bryan, retired
after serving the University community for 31 years. No acting
head of the library was named in
the until Dr. Robert Wall, academic vice president, announced
the appointment of Estrada to
the position.
Wall, who served as chairman for the Library's search
committee, said, "It was important that Fairfield find a candidate with the credentials and
experience in both University
library administration and technology in order to maximize the
potential of the Library and to

Harvest
Weekend
Concert
and dance
tickets go
on sale
Sunday at
2 p.m. Two
tickets per
valid id.

anticipate the future needs of
our faculty and students."
A graduate of the University of California at Los Angeles with a bachelor's and
master's degree in Latin
American Studies as well as a
master of library science degree in Library and Information Science, Estrada has been
responsible for overseeing five
Regional Campus Libraries for
the University of Connecticut
since 1990.
Estrada has supervised a 22
member permanent staff as
well as a seven to 15 member
temporary staff while providing leadership in the planning
and implementation of library
activities. He has aided the expansion of library automation
and network information services and initiated team-based
management systems.
Additionally, Estrada directed service and program development, staff development,
facilities design and enhance-

ment, public relations and marketing, and library administration as
the director of the Harleigh B.
Trecker Library, the largest of
UCONN's regional campus libraries.
Previous to his position at the
University of Connecticut, Estrada
was the senior systems analyst at
Yale University, where he was the
overseer for Yale's On-Line Research Bibliographic Information
System and the Research Libraries Information Network.
Estrada received a special
achievement award in 1993 from
the Capital Region Library Council and from the Connecticut Library Association in 1994. He is a
member-at-large of the Association of College and Research Libraries, University Library Section. He was on the board of directors of the Capital Region Library
Council from 1993 to 1995, as
well as a board member for the
Connecticut State Library, Network Technical Infrastructure
Task Force during 1992 and 1993.
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Fairfield receives
Hearst Foundation
Theresa Vitello
Staff Writer

Fairfield University is the recent honoree of a grant increase of $50,000, endowed by the William Randolph Hearst
Foundation with the aim of providing
increased financial assistance for students in the School of Business.
The William Randolph Hearst Endowed Scholarship was first supplemented at Fairfield University in 1986;
with the latest increase the fund now
holds $150,000. Yet, according to
Cathleen Borgman, Director of Corporate and Foundation relations at Fairfield,
this is not the highest the school could
obtain.
"Since submitting a competitive proposal entailing how our funds are invested and the Hearst Foundation coming for an on-site visit this summer, we
have been invited to contend for an additional $50,000," Borgman said. If the
University attains this latest grant, which
currently hangs in the balance, Fairfield's
Hearst Scholarship Fund will hold
$200,000. Because of the school's fruitful past and reputation with the Hearst
Fund, Fairfield's chance of acquiring the
latest augment seem promising.
The Hearst Fund is an endowed scholarship designed to aid students in the
School of Business based on both need
and merit. Because it is an endowed
fund, the money is put into a bank account and allowed to collect interest. A

portion of this interest is then used for
student scholarships.
To qualify for this award students must
demonstrate need, have a major in the
School of Business, and be in good standing each academic semester, maintaining
a Q.P.A. of at least 3.0. Last semester's
recipients of the scholarship include
Carolyn Salerno, a junior accounting major, and Karen Salcedo, a junior with a
double major in management and mathematics.
Attaining grants such as the Hearst
Fund seems to be one of Fairfield's chief
concerns. This was expressed by University President, the Rev. Aloy sius P. Kelley,
S.J., when he thanked the Foundation,
saying, "Ensuring adequate financial aid
and resources for the benefit of deserving
students is among the highest of the
University's priorities."
Additionally, he stated, "Fairfield remains committed to recruiting and admitting the most talented students who apply
for admission." This fall, that meant narrowing the 5,200 candidates down into
the 875 members of the freshman class.
For 1996-97, the Fairfield student financial support budget was over $11.1 million.
The Hearst Foundation, based in New
York, was established in 1948. Separate
from the Hearst Corporation, the Hearst
Foundation is an independent, private philanthropy. Its focus is on charitable goals
which reflect the interests of William
Randolph Hearst in education, health, human services, and culture.
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Sexual Harrassment hits
home
Jennifer Imperia
Assistant Campus Life Editor
Walking into her second period Latin
class as a freshman four years ago, a
Fairfield University student wasn't expecting a lesson in ethics. But when a
humanities professor began spouting
sexist remarks in class, she realized that
she was learning a lot more than Latin.
And when he insinuated that she was a
prostitute in front of the entire class, the
student wasn't about to let it go. "His
sexist remarks always annoyed me,"
she said, "but when they were aimed
directly at me, and the guys in class
laughed, I was just so angry."
Unlike most women who face sexual
harassment, the student decided to confront the professor the next day, only to
be laughed at and repudiated. Upon taking her claim to security, she learned
that this wasn't the. first time someone
had complained about this professor,
but due to fear of a lowered grade no one
ever filed a formal complaint. Since the
professor has tenure, two formal complaints filed against him are required
before he can lose his job. Regardless,
the student decided to file a formal complaint that was disregarded due to insufficient evidence and his denial. No one
in her class was willing to verify her
accusations even though some disagreed
with the professor's conduct. The same
professor is still teaching at Fairfield
University today.

Sexual harassment in U.S. colleges
and universities is a major barrier to
women's professional development and
a traumatic force that disrupts and damages their personal lives. The Journal of
College Student Personnel reports that

Women can experience it in many forms,
ranging from sexist remarks to covert
physical contact to blatant propositions
and sexual assaults. Sexual harassment
is clearly prohibited within the college/
university system as a form of sexual

"Thirty percent of
undergraduate women suffer sexual
harrassment from at least one of
their instructors during their four
years at college."
30 percent of undergraduate women suffer sexual harassment from at least one of
their instructors during their four years at
college. When definitions of sexual harassment include sexist remarks and other
forms of "gender harassment," the incidence rate in undergraduate populations
nears 70 percent. These statistics don't
include the countless number of women
victimized dailyT>y peers. Even though it
is still largely a hidden issue, sexual harassmenf is a major form of victimization
of women in our system of higher education.
What exactly is sexual harassment?

discrimination, under both Title IX of
the 1972 Education Amendments, and,
for employees, under Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act. According to the
United States Department of Education's
Office of Civil Rights (OCR), sexual
harassment consists of verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature imposed
on the basis of sex.
The definition of sexual harassment
covers a wide range of behavior. Fairfield
University views it as a form of sexual
assault, whether the offense is verbal or
physical, and the University adheres to
the criminal laws of the State of Con-

necticut. Connecticut laws state that
forced sexual contact and intercourse
constitute sexual harassment and are
punishable by imprisonment in jail (up to
a maximum of 20 years), probation, a
criminal record and/or monetary fines.
According to Glen Griffin, the associate director of Fairfield security, most of
the sexual harassment charges are brought
right to the University. "Occasionally a
victim will report it to Fairfield police,
but no matter what, we'll conduct an
investigation of our own," he says. He
also states that most of the incidents on
campus are acquaintance assaults.
Fairfield's pamphlet on sexual assault
claims that in reported cases/75 percent
of the accused men and 55 percent of the
female victims stated they had been intoxicated or under the influence of drugs
when the assault occurred.
In 1993, Fairfield experienced a total
of five reported sexual offenses, all of
which were acquaintance assaults. Even
though the statistics show nothing for
1994, it is assumed that the occurrences
went unreported. The controversy concerning sexual harassment revolves
around the uncertainty and range of most
claims along with the fact that a majority
of the incidents occur under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Because the
term sexual harassment covers such an
extensive area of aggression, proving
charges becomes extremely difficult.
Since some men believe that their ad-

continued on pg. 6

A cult just around the corner
The Northeast Kingdom Community resides in Bridgeport
Lauren Pandolfelli
Campus Life Editor
Nevia moved to Bridgeport, Connecticut two years ago when she was
fifteen. She lives in a capacious Victorian house that seems a misfit among its
neighbors on North Avenue, a narrow
and crowded street in the interior of
Bridgeport. Nevia herself is atypical.
She does not resemble any student at
Fairfield University. In fact, she does
not go to school. She does not buy
clothes, nor does she have any friends
her own age. Nevia is in a cult called the
Northeast Kingdom Community.
Religious cults like the Northeast
Kingdom Community are a common
global phenomenon. Dr. Alfred Benny,
professor of religious studies at Fairfield
University, says that at any given time
there are more than six hundred cults in
the United States, alone. He adds that,
contrary to popular belief, most of these
cults are not dangerous.
"A cult isn't a bad thing, usually,"
Dr. Benny explains. "Christianity
started out as a cult. However, cults are
exclusively separatist communities."
The controversy concerns whether or
not it's bad to be isolated from society.
The Community at Bridgeport is one
of twenty-one such communities that
span North America, South America,
Europe, and Australia. It is both the
newest and smallest one, comprising of
twenty-eight religious men, women, and
children whose lifestyles follow the New

Testament pattern.
'We are not part of Judaism or Christianity," Nevia emphasizes. "We have
gone outside the camp to become what
God intended from the first. One of the
foremost things that is being restored in
our midst is the communal life that the
first disciples lived."
"In the Old Testament, lambs were
sacrificed for God," another member
explains. "If we did that today it would
look a bit strange, don't ya think? So
instead, we sacrifice our lives for God,
everyday."
But it is on Fridays, as the sun surrenders, that the Sabbath begins, and the
members of the community celebrate the
closing week, lived as always in the name
of God. Just before sunset on a particular
Friday, the house seems empty except for
two elderly black women who sit hesitantly on a wicker couch in a modest
room. They live across the street from the
community and have been invited to participate i n the festivities that are about to
ensue. One woman smiles, revealing thick
white teeth. "I have a good feeling 'bout
this already," she says. "I've been so
curious 'bout these folks. They've been
here for two years, and I ain't hardly seen
them leave this house. It's 'bout time we
make their acquaintance."
Yet her friend does not seem comfortable, and she twitches when strong sounds
from a conch shell suddenly vibrate across
the room. The noise echoes throughout
the entire house, and as if on cue, first the
children, and then the men and women

filter in from rooms on the second floor
and congregate in the largest room in the
house. The two guests are motioned to
follow.
Most of the men and women form a
loose circle, and the rest stand in clusters.
Even this large room has trouble sheltering it's 38 occupants. Some of the children opt to sit on the ground, while the
younger ones cling to their mothers' long
cotton printed skirts. The guests accept
the offer to sit on the only couch available.
Incessant chattering engulfs the room, as
if these men, women and children have
not seen each other in a very long time. In
fact, a family of five from the Community
in Vermont has arrived only an hour ago,
as have a mother and her young daughter
Bethany, who have no official home, but
travel from community to community.
The talking gradually fades off, and
although there are no superiors among
this group, Benhessed has lived in the
Community in Bridgeport the longest,
and thus, he begins the dialogue by quoting Acts 2:44-45 in the New Testament.
"All who believed were together and
had all things in common," he recites.
"They would sell their possessions and
goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as
they needed." He looks around the room
at each member and his eyes come to rest
on the two guests. "This my friends, we
live out among us."
The Community has received some
influence from a religious movement
called The Sacred Name, in that it refers to
the man most term as Jesus as Yahshua,

the Hebrew name given to him in
Matthew 1:21 of the New Testament.
Within the next two hours, the participants praise Yahshua. They themselves have adopted Hebrew names,
although a member of the community cannot pick his or her own. Instead, someone else may feel that a
name suits another person, and he
will recommend to the group that
they call her by this name. If anyone
objects to the epithet than it is abandoned.
"Some people are given names
within a month of living here," Nevia
explains. "Some people have been
with us for five years and still don't
have one. I got mine after only a few
weeks. It means inspiration. I inspire
the children because I am their
teacher."
Nevia, who is 17, educates the
children at home. They are not enrolled in formal schools, which is
legal in the state of Connecticut.
Members of the community believe
that they themselves provide the most
important educations for one another.
This includes mathematics, and English grammar and comprehension,
but emphasis is placed on studying
and interpreting The Bible.
Participants in the community do
not believe they are eccentric. They

continued on pg. 7
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Sexual Harrasment
continued from page 5
vances are merely in fun or an
attempt to meet a woman, the
issue of sexual harassment becomes further jaded.
In the student's case mentioned above, it was her word
against a professors. According
to Laurence Miner, associate
Dean for the College of Arts and
Sciences, situations involving a
student and a faculty member
are carefully investigated. "I
would like to think that we are as
fair as possible," he says. "I
should say that we don't favor
either side."
The Title IX grievance procedure at Fairfield is one of several
federal laws that prohibit discrimination based on gender,
race, ethnicity, sexual orientation and disability. Students who
feel they have been discriminated against are urged to report
the matter to the Compliance
Coordinator, Alice Gorman, who
will investigate the situation and
appropriate measures to be taken.
In most cases, the debate is
brought to the Fairfield Judiciary
Board (a panel of students and
faculty) who hears the case and
upon making a decision will consider a suitable punishment.
Sanctions include possible expulsion or suspension from the

University, and may also result
in civil or criminal action.
After conducting a survey
last year on campus, students
were asked whether or not they
felt that sexual harassment was
a problem on campus. This
reporter learned that while 60
percent say no, many students
believe that it exists although
it's not really noticeable. One
of the respondents classified
himself as a harasser. "I grab
women's breasts and say lurid
things when I'm drunk," he said.
"It's always people I know so
no one gets upset, but it's harassment, I guess."
Miner said that sexual harassment is "an issue here, but
to say it is a serious problem is
difficult. If an individual is involved in a sexual harassment
suit, then yes, of course it's a
serious problem. But otherwise,
I'd like to think not."
Griffin suggests that most
women are too afraid to press
charges because they worry it
will tarnish their reputations.
The University policy considers it a violation to retaliate
against a person who has initiated an inquiry or complaint
having to do with abuse or harassment, in efforts to facilitate

the process of filing a complaint.
Avoiding sexual harassment
is impossible, but one way to
prevent it is to regain control by
being assertive and being smart.
Groups such as The Connecticut Commission on Human
Rights and The Connecticut
Woman's Education and Legal
Fund are available for assistance and counseling in the
event of a sexual assault.
Fairfield University provides
counseling for students, and
advocates speaking out against
sexual abuse. In addition,
classes such as Race and Ethnic
Relations have become a part
of Fairfield's curriculum, illustrating the increased need for
educational programs necessary
to deal with women' s and men' s
understanding of the concept
of harassment and the social
meanings attributed to behaviors that may lead up to that.
Education, however successful, is not sufficient in itself to
prevent sexual harassment or
offer remedies when it occurs.
This is especially true because
of the humiliating impact of
sexual harassment, where the
victim may experience selfdoubt and self-blame along with

a sense of degradation. Therefore, it is necessary to insure the
anonymity of students during
judicial hearings, which is provided by the University, along
with the choice not to have faculty present at the hearing.
We can know right from
wrong, and we can learn how to
judge a platonic handshake from
a sexual one, but the concept of
sexual harassment is one that is
rooted so deeply that one or two
educational workshops is not
the only answer. We need a new
philosophy on campus that demands we create new norms
and not rely on the masculinebiased definitions of success,
career development and sexuality that provoke sexual harassment. We need an ethic of care,
and the reconstruction of academic institutions so that caring
can become a central and active
value. Educational training will
not be sufficient to meet this
goal. The relative power of
women in the college/university system that underlies sexual
harassment needs to be changed.
For starters, we can learn to
respect one another.
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We Want You.
to join one of the fastest growing and most challenging investment banking operations in the world!

Deutsche Bank North America
Global Operations Graduate Recruitment

m

If you are:

analytical
detail oriented
ambitious
motivated
.and you are seeking to begin a career in the fast-growing investment banking industry.
...then we would like to meet you.
DBNA, located in the heart of Manhattan, is one of five hubs of the investment banking arm of Deutsche Bank. We also have offices
in Singapore, Tokyo, London and Frankfurt.
Our mission is to become one of the top five investment banks in the world by the year 2000. To get there, we are looking for skilled
college graduates, preferably with degrees in Computer Science, Accounting, Economics, Finance, MIS or Math. At DBNA, you will
be given the training and the opportunity to embark on a successful career in our Investment Banking Operations Division
Candidates can expect to be a part of our training program in London, England as well.
So, if you think that working in a fast-paced banking environment with other skilled, ambitious professionals,

We would like to meet you at our presentation on:
Tuesday, November 5, 1996
5:00PM
Dolan Commons, Lower Level - 4
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Cult continued from page 5 Supreme Court
Case affects us

feel that they live as their God
wished all his children to live,
in an egalitarian community,
free of any hierarchies. Members criticize Christian and
Jewish followers of living in
hypocrisy because as Nevia
says, "they do not practice what
they preach."
"God is not to blame for the
religious system," Benhessed
shouts to the group of people
gathered together on the Sabbath. "He abandoned Judaism
long ago. Later
he abandoned "We want
the
early
church when
they stopped
living together
in love."
A man in the
corner of the
room shouts
"Amen," and ^mmmmmm^
then he begins to sing a folk song
that directs you to shout out loud
if you love Yahshua, and indeed,
the people bellow. One guest on
the couch claps her hands and
sings along.
All of the twenty-eight people
in The Community in Bridgeport
are Caucasian, although they emphasize that they welcome anyone to join their following, as
long as they are willing to live for
Yahshua. Nevia is especially
happy to see that their black
neighbors came over for the Sabbath.
"I realize some people may be
frightened of us," because they do
not understand," she says. "We
only ask that they give us a
chance. Once they see what we're
about, they couldn't possibly be
scared."
Members of the communities
traveled to Grateful Dead concerts in a double decker bus they
welded together from two individual buses. "We didn't go for
the music, we believe in creating
our own music," a young man
says. "But there was a good atmosphere at the concerts. We
found a lot of people were inter-

ested in what we had to say."
The communities also build
and operate cafes and small
boutiques near their homes so
that people unfamiliar with
their philosophies can come
into contact with their
lifestyles in an atmosphere that
isn' t overwhelming. The Community in Bridgeport recently
opened a boutique on Fairfield
Avenue. It sells candles, incense and clothing made of
natural fibers. The women sew

Dr. Benny explains that a
cult may be dangerous if its
members preach Apocalyptic
messages in which the Apocalypse will follow an enormous
destructive battle between good
and evil. Yet, he assesses, that
since the Northeast Kingdom
Community is oriented around
New Testament teachings, it is
more concerned with the coming of the Messiah, and thus, is
probably not dangerous.
On Tuesday, the day before
Bethany and her

people to love the way motherpiantoieave

we do, truthfully and honestly,
because on judgement day all
those who don't will not be
saved."
all of the clothing on the third
floor of the house, and the children mold the candles out of
bees' wax. Any profits from
the store, which are minimal,
are put toward the living needs
of the community. Some members have jobs outside of the
community, such as Benhessed
who is a plumber, and his
brother who is a carpenter, yet
they discourage external employment, because they believe
that the world is infested with
vices.
"There is a lot of love in the
world, but it is a love that does
not last," Benhessed's wife
Rackefete explains. "We want
people to live the way we do,
truthfully and honestly, because on judgement day all
those who don't will not be
saved," she says as she massages her daughter's shoulders.
"But most people are smothered by their own greed. If they
cannot see their sins, there isn't
much we can do for them. We
leave 'em alone. On judgement
day they will discover that we
were right all along."

for the Community
in Missouri, they are
at the boutique on
Fairfield Avenue.
Bethany's mother
stares hypnotically
at her canvas as she
decides between two
different shades of

blue for the background of her
painting. Bethany tells her to
choose the cobalt, but her
mother does not hear her. Eventually, Bethany becomes anxious and fidgets around the rest
of the store. Her mother has
told her that before they leave,
Bethany can paint six flowers
on the window, one for each
day they spent in Bridgeport.
Most of the morning, she has
practiced painting the flowers
on construction paper. Confident now in her ability to do a
good job, Bethany climbs on
top of a wooden ledge thatfaces
the large bay window. She looks
for a spot on the window to
paint her flowers and comes
across some smudges. She tries
to wipe them off with her sleeve,
but they do not disappear.
"This side is so clean," she
bemuses. "Outside the window
is so dirty." For a moment
Bethany is silent and wears the
same focused expression as her
mother. Then she smiles and
says, "I'll just paint my flowers
over the dirty spots."

Christopher Maroney
Staff Writer
Can a Jesuit University accept government funds? Yes,
according to the verdict in Tilton
vs. Richardson, a case argued
in front of the Supreme Court in
1971.
Tilton allegedthat there was
not a proper Church/State division when the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 gave
building construction funds to
Fairfield University, Sacred
Heart University, Albertus
Magnus and Amhurst College.
The Higher Education Facilities Act specified that "Church
related schools" can receive
government funds. The plaintiffs stated that the Act impermissibly used their tax dollars
to advance religion.
The taxpayers sued Elliot
Richardson, in his official capacity as Secretary of Health,
Education, and Labor on the
grounds that their first amendment rights were being violated.
The first amendment to the
United States Constitution contains the provision, "Congress
shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise
thereof." In other words, taxpayers felt that the Higher Education Facilities Act was partial to religious schools.
Plaintiffs inUhe case filed
suits seeking both declaratory
relief and injunctive relief to
stop the transfer of funds to the
Catholic institutions. Declaratory relief provides a binding
pronouncement by a court of
the rights and status of litigants.
An injunction is an order by a
court coercing a party into either doing something or refraining from doing something. In

this case, the plaintiffs wanted
the court to prohibit government
funds from being allocated to
Catholic Universities and Colleges.
The Supreme Court ruled in
favor of the defense. However, it
opposed a section of Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963
which stated that those who receive government funds could
not use the buildings for a sectarian purpose for a period of 20
years. The Supreme Court decided that this section of the Act
was unconstitutional, because it
did not prevent sectarian uses
after 20 years. However, the
Court decided that this section of
the Act was severable from the
rest of the Act.
In evaluating the constitutionality of the rest of the stature, the
Court applied the "principle effect" test. If the program has the
principle effect of advancing religion then it is unconstitutional.
The Court considered, among
other things, the fact that a student at a religiously affiliated
University can, if he or she
wishes, receive a secular education. It concluded that the grants
made to the defendant schools
did not have the primary effect of
advancing religion, therefore the
grants did not violate the first
amendment. Under the rationale
in Tilton vs. Richardson, courses
in Catholicism and crucifixes in
classrooms do not impermissibly advance religion, because
they do not foreclose the opportunity for a student to choose a
purely secular education at a
Catholic Institution. Thus,
Fairfield University can adhere
to its Jesuit ideal, conduct courses
on Catholicism, and have crosses
in classrooms without jeopardizing government funds.

coso
KPMG

Council of Student
Organizations

The Global Leader

-►Your one-of-a-kind source for everything you'll need to know.
Watch for our In-Sites at www.kpmgcairipus.com

Amnesty International works to
preserve fundamental human
rights. As these rights are continuously violated nationally and internationally, please join us in our
fight to put an end to the injustice.
For more information, leave your
name and box number in box
2474. Thank you!

Editorial/Commentary

From the Editor's
Desk...
I would like to apologize to Mike Reardon and FUSA for
implying, in my editorial of October 10, that Aristide was not
publicized. It is just my hope that in the future the students will
become involved in such highly educational and interesting
events as the lectures by Jean-Bertrand Aristide and Elizabeth
Dole.
I would also like to take this opportunity to respond to
Academic Vice President Wall's letter to the editor this week
concerning the issues of overcrowded classrooms and the U.S.
News ranking.
On behalf of my staff writer, Maura Parsons, I will defend her
by saying that she tried numerous times to talk to the Registrar's
office and several other departments, but no one was willing to
discuss the issue of overcrowded classrooms with her. Whatever the issue may be, after attending Fairfield for three years,
this year seems to have the most crowded classes that I have
encountered. If there are time gaps, then fill them in and change
the time codes for the Spring '97 semester.
As far as the U.S. News report is concerned, I consider a drop
from second to third in rankings to be an issue that should be
addressed. As a senior entering the job market, statistics play
a tremendous role in the eyes of employers. In another recent
report that came out in places such as Cleveland, Boston, and
New York regarding the most religious, least religious and
biggest drinking schools and incorporating all religiously affiliated universities, Fairfield ranked 5th in the biggest drinking
school category. This is not something that the administration
should be proud of. When I am confronted with this statistic, it
is not something that I am proud to admit.
These statistics, whether a move from second to third or
something more, should not be taken lightly by the Academic
Presidents or administration. Let's keep up the commendable
and respected reputation that Fairfield has strived for and
achieved in the last few years.

FUSA responds to
publicity editorial
To the Editor,
First I want to commend the
Mirror for getting out the first
edition under the pressure of
technical difficulties. You certainly did not deserve the unnecessary criticism of certain
people who did not have all of
the facts; this was not fair.
Unfortunately, the Mirror did
this same thing to FUSA this
week in regards to the Aristide
Lecture, this was not fair.
Publicity for Jean-Bertrand
Aristide's visit to campus took
many forms and was begun two
weeks before the event. There
were articles in Campus Current, posters all over the place,
posters distributed in the resident halls through the Resident
Assistants, announcements
were made at mass for the two
weeks prior to the event, professors received letters about

this event and asked to encourage student to attend, ticket sales
took place in obvious spots in
Dolan and the Campus Center
for a week before the lecture,
finally there was the front page
article in the October 3, edition
of the Mirror. If you can suggest
some other ways that we could
have marketed this event, I would
greatly appreciate it and look
forward to getting some feedback.
On the issue of Elizabeth
Dole, this was a campaign stop
and was not a University sponsored event, as well it was not
confirmed until the Friday before the event. Who was supposed to publicize this event?
There was a mass e-mail that
informed people, but with no
real notice there was nothing that
could be done. Also the University must be careful to ensure
that it does not appear that they

are endorsing one candidate or
party, it is not the University's
place to make an endorsement.
I would like to thank the Resident Assistants, Lectors, Mirror Staff, Campus Currents
Staff, and particularly Katie
Feranti '99, Nick Segretario '99
and Tracy Hollywood '98, who
did a fantastic job in publicizing President Aristide's visit to
campus. It is only in working
together that we will continue
to have a successful year. Like
the editor, I too wish there were
more student attendance at the
Aristide Lecture, but it is unfair
and inaccurate to say it was due
to a lack of publicity. Let's put
this event behind us and see
how we can work together to
help each other out.
Mike Reardon
FUSA President
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SBRA president
dissappointed with
beach clean-up turnout
To the Editor:
I am truly disconcerted by
the efforts being made by the
student beach residents. On
several occasions, school officials, and I have spoken on
students' behalf to make sure
we are being fairly treated. I
have met with Town officials
and I have sat through police
commissioners' meetings
where town members have
talked about how apathetic
Fairfield U. students are. In a
room filled with over 50 adults,
I, one student, one voice, representing all of you, spoke out,
telling how student beach residents did care and that we were
all making a conscious effort to
resolve existing conflicts with

the town.
Unfortunately, I did not see
this on Sunday morning at the
beach cleanup that Karen Kenny,
Chris Rhode and I worked hard to
put together in an attempt to start
to improve community relations.
Two town members came to clean
up the garbage of Fairfield U.
students. They were making a conscious effort to work with us. To
my dismay, the effort made by
beach residents was severely lacking. Problems at the beach will
not be alleviated when only 20
beach residents come to lend a
hand and give an hour of their
time to clean up everyone's mess.
I, along with everyone else, love
to have a good time, but maybe
we need to take a step back and

realize there are indeed conse
quences for our actions and our
lack of action. One result of this is
the animosity town beach residents
feel towards us and the reputation
we have as being apathetic. This
may be a generalization made by
the town residents, but unfortunately it will be held until we can
prove them wrong. I ask all beach
residents to make a concerted effort to pitch in: recognize we are all
adults.
I do appreciate the beach residents and on-campus residents who
made a conscious effort to help
out. I hope in the future we can all
come together and help to alleviate
the problems at the Beach.
Kate Mclntyre
SBRA President

Commentary

O.J. is no
hero of mine
To the Editor,
I am writing in response to a
portion of Chris Deis' article
in the October 10th issue of
the Mirror. While I was impressed with Deis' very accurate concern with our society' s
lack of well-deserving role
models, a specific part of the
article unnerved me.
I am referring to the section in which he discussed
O.J. Simpson as one of the,
"heroes of American popular
culture are members of groups
that are actively discriminated
against and when they have
disqualified themselves and
are no longer considered heroes, certain segments of our
society demonstrate active
disdain for these once great
people."
Correct me if I'm wrong,
Mr. Deis, but your tone implied that, what you call
"White America," rejects O.J.
Simpson from famous social
spheres and respectable stereotypes because of his race.
Am I right?
You've got one thing correct, Mr. Deis. Many white
people reject O.J. Simpson—
believe it or not, many black
people do too! But, I guess
you would call them "white
black people?" Or would it
be "black white people?"

Well, anyway, I know that I
certainly wouldn't have O.J.
Simpson over for dinner. I look
too much like Nicole to feel safe
in the same room as him while he
has access to a knife. And, I am
one of those people who demonstrate, "active disdain" for the
man.
Yes, I would like to see him
hung. Or shot. Or, even better,
sliced up.
I feel this way, Mr. Deis, NOT
because he is black. NOT because he used to beat his wife
senseless. NOT even because he
had the nerve to host a convention against domestic violence in
his own house this past summer.
No, I'd like to see O.J. punished because he gruesomely murdered two people, because he took
them away from their families
and because in my neighborhood
(which, no Mr. Deis, is NOT all
white) we believe people should
be punished for their crimes.
The evidence makes it obvious to any intelligent individual
that O.J. Simpson is guilty, and
even before the murders, he was
never worthy of the title "hero."
A wife beating, junkie football
player?
Hmmm
Maybe he was your hero, but
he was never mine.

Commentary Editor's
Response
Perhaps, what we have here
is a very simple problem with
reading comprehension. O.J.
was undeniably one of the heroes of American popular culture. He has been rejected because he violated the trust that
the contemporary culture (which
is largely dominated by "White
America") visited upon him. No
where did I say that he was one
of my heroes. The conjecture
and disdain I have for him is
obvious. A black white man as I
creatively termed O.J. is a sell
out, a person that is simply not
to be admired or worshipped.
More importantly, Ms. Lops
your comments are an important illustration of the racial and
social dimensions of people's
reactions to the trial. Your reference to any intelligent individual
finding O.J. guilty has a very
important implication. By your
line of argument the jurors, the
majority of whom were black,
are not intelligent individuals.
By transitivity the clear implication is that blacks are not intelligent and are ruled by emotion. This subtle type of racism
was expressed by many following the trial and the verdict. Ms.
Lops, you are in good company
with this sentiment. President
Clinton, is also guilty of this
type of racism when in a speech
following the trial he urged white
Americans to accept the verdict

but not to condone it. Again, the
clear implication is that America
is not bound to respect and a
accept the decisions of African
Americans. Ms. Lops, the judge
in the civil trial also shares your
violent sentiments towards a man
that was found innocent in his
criminal trial. The judge, as I
imagine you would, has made it
his goal to assemble a "hanging"
jury by allowing white jurors on
the case that have already decided that O.J. is probably guilty
and disallowing blacks that feel
he is probably innocent.
In this trial, we as a country
are presented with the reality that
the legal system does not give
people what they always want.
Can the system be improved?
The answer is clearly yes. But,
does one want to make fundamental changes based on vitriolic fervor and anger? I would
hope the answer is no. Simpson's
civil case strikes at the heart of
the issue of innocence and guilt.
As I said in an article last year,
O.J. had the resources to fight for
his right to freedom. He was able
to defeat the state and the state is
now a willing accomplice with
the Brown family to place him, in
what is in essence, a type of punitive double jeopardy. In addition, no one has asked the question why is this country so obsessed with this case? Senator
Kennedy and Claus Van Bulow

Signed,
Vanessa Lops

Academic Vice President responds to
"Overcrowded Classrooms."
To the Editor,
I read your article on the
U.S. News ranking with interest. Although I believe a decline from secpnd best in the
region to third best is not a
major calamity worthy of the
headline given it by the Mirror, it is still not going in the
right direction. I have appointed a small task force of
knowledgeable persons to review the criteria and suggest
how we might do better.
I don't agree with your
reporter's speculation that an
increase in the student body
this fall (1996) might explain
the change. As your reporter
correctly points out U.S. News

to name a few, were all "probably" guilty of serious crimes that
include murder. But, they have
been allowed to walk free without harassment. Simpson has not,
because he was once a "good one,"
in the eyes of the popular culture
and now Simpson has betrayed
that title.
Hopefully Ms. Lops, you will realize that if there is any anger that
needs to be directed at anyone, it
should be focused on the prosecution and Mark Furhman, a racist demagogue that bragged about
framing and murdering black suspects and committed perjury
while on the stand. Ms. Lops,
where is the rage at the prospect
of an officer of the law betraying
the public trust? Or did you, like
so many others, consider Detective Furhman irrelevant because
you were so obsessed with
Simpson's guilt that any fact or
witness, however substantial
would be ignored?
Clearly Ms. Lops, O.J. is not
my hero and never was. But alas,
no witness, no weapon, and weak
witnesses equals "the Juice is
loose." My only interest in this
case is that justice, in the legal
sense is done. Ultimately, only
God and fate know if O.J.
Simpson committed the crimes
that he was charged with. It is up
to the creator, not you or me to
exact punishment upon Mr.
Simpson.

bases its statistics on self reported data. Fairfield's statistics
for the Fall of '96 were not released until Oct. 1, well after
U.S. News published and considerably after the magazine collected relevant data. I suspect
U.S. News was using the most
complete data available to them
-for all schools - that of the 94-95
academic year.
Incidentally, on the issue of
"overcrowding." In 1985-more
than a decade ago - the Full Time
Equivalent (FTE) undergraduate and graduate headcount at
Fairfield was 3, 754. In 1996,
the number is now 3,868. Also
in 1985, the FTE faculty was
207. This is actually an improvement in FTE faculty to full

time equivalent student ratio.
The average class size at
Fairfield for the academic year
just concluded (95-96) was 23.6.
The average class size this year
is 23.3. There is no doubt that
we have more studenWhis year.
The average size has declined
because we offered many more
sections to handle the additional
enrollments.
Our "overcrowding" is not
due to the number of studenfcbut
more likely due to class hour
utilization -a scheduling problem. There are many empty
rooms in Canisius and
Donnarumma at unpopular
hours of the day and days of the
week. The buildings are practi-

cally deserted on Friday afternoons. There are also some problems of classroom configuration - a matching of teaching
style with room size.
In the future, when Mirror
reporters wish to do a story such
as this one -involving academic
aspects of Fairfield, it might be
wise for them to interview university officials with ready access to this type of information this would include the chief academic officer of the University,
myself.
Robert E. Wall
Academic Vice President

Write
for
Commentary
and let
your
voice be
heard.
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/t sounds too good to be true. The potential to earn a
five-figure income. Actual sales experience building a client base.
A shot at a full-time sales career after graduation, it's for real.
Call for more information on this unbelievable internship opportunity.
Sal Fratino, Field Director
535 Connecticut Ave., Suite 401, Norwalk, CT 06854
203/857-5700

The Quiet Company'8
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LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
Nell Bateman
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Seymour is suddenly
standing before us as Theatre
Fairfield kicks off their first production of the 1996-1997 season, "Little Shop of Horrors."
This much anticipated musical
will be performed in the Wien
Experimental Theatre, at the
Quick Center for the Arts from
Wednesday October 30 through
Saturday November 2 at 8 p.m.
There will also be additional afternoon performances on Saturday November 2 and Sunday
November 3 at 2 p.m.
"Little Shop of Horrors*'
tells the story of the homely clerk
Seymour Krelbourn, played by
Ryan McKinney '97, and the extraordinary events in a seemingly
boring flower shop. Infatuated
with his dream girl Audrey,
played by January Merola '97,
Seymour is disturbed by
Audrey's cruel boyfriend Dr.
Orin Scrivello, played by Stephen
O'Connell '00. Seymour, however, rises above his hateful feelings toward Scrivello and shows
his caring nature by cultivating a

most unusual plant he appropriately names Audrey II. This
botanical specimen (operated
by Fred Gooltz '00 and Matt

tion.
"Little Shop of Horrors"
also includes the talents of Steve
Scarpa '98, Wendy Popeck '97,
Erin McLaughlin '99, and Natali

Like a wave that splashed
across America, raves have made
it into every major city. Starting in
Chicago with the house clubs,
raves swept across the country to
the East coast bringing with them
all their influences and styles.
Ravers are getting all dressed up
in comfortable Nike Air Maxes,
phat Stussy pants, and extra baggy
skate boarding labeled shirts. They
carry 50 to 100 dollars in their
chain wallets and will spend the
money on the party and the drugs.
From dawn until sunrise and into
the next day, ravers go to parties
to Trance dance and experience
Techno trips.
Raves are not exclusive
to one age group. Attendees vary
from 12 to 30 years of age. They
are college students and street kids
who find out about raves by word
of mouth and fliers. The raves are
held in rented spaces, ranging from
an indoor soccer field to the stretch
of cement underneath a highway.
On average, people pay between
10 to 25 dollars to get into the
parties and dance to spinning
records, until the drugs wear off or
the police bust the party up. However, there is always an after-hours
party where ravers can go until the
middle of the next day.
Tanya Androsko, a 21
year old raver who has been involved with the scene for the past
three years says, "We are an un-

^S

Area
Theaters
Bridgeport
Showcase

339-7171
Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151
Fairfield
Community

255-6555
Milford Showcase
878-5600

Yurek '99) becomes an amazing freak entity, growing to
incredible proportions and develops a mind of its own. Ron
Zappile '98 is the voice of
Audrey II, and projects the
plant's threat of total domina-

Mathurin '00. In addition to the
actors, the production relies
heavily on the skills of Director
Karen Baranski, Producer Marti
LoMonaco, Musical Director
Steve Baranski, Costume Designer Hugh Hanson and Set and"
Light Designer Lynne Porter.

Trance dance and
Techno trips
Anthony Sweeney
Contributing Writer

Tickets for "Little
Shop of Horrors" are $10 for
the general public, $5 for
Fairfield University faculty and

7

derground network of a subculture that is on the rise. We
are the youth, the alternative
business people, the artist, the
musician. We are the innovators." Androsko warns the
new-school raver not to "get
sucked into the plastic, the
people, the clothing." She adds,
"don't feel you have to take
drugs. If you want to use them,
learn about them first."
Androsko also suggests making a friend at every rave you
attend.
Perhaps the largest attraction to the rave scene is the
music and the D.J.s that create
the sounds. The people are going to raves to see D.J.'s like
Hard Kiss Brothers, Scotty
Mars, and Chocolate Factory
D.J's, a group of guys who
spin. Some of the local Connecticut flavor comprises of
such artists as Dante, D.J. Justin and Red Moon.
Emily, a 21 year old
senior at Vassar College, explains that "at Raves I hear my
favorite music, the sounds that
I can't hear on the radio."
Those current trends in music
vary from a wide range of electronically synthesized sounds.
D.J.'s are spinning records,
using drum machines, wave
sequencher, and the other state
of the art computer sound instruments. Some classes of
music include techno, hip hop,

house, trip hop, and jungle. All
of the groups have spun from the
house style in Chicago where the
rave scene appeared early in
America. A party might also
feature a live act like Rabbit in
the Moon or Dumb Tribe. The
live acts will mix together synthesized music with musicians
performing on the horns, drums,
or other percussion instruments.
"I'll pay the money and drive the
three hours to listen to the music," Emily insists, "and I always have a good time unless
they break it up early."
Emily refers to the police as 'they.' Many of the parties are forced to shut down early
by the police or never even get a
chance to begin. The authorities
have used such issues as fire
safety and over occupancy to end
a party even though promoters,
the men. and women financing
the parties, have valid permits
and contracts to host them.
"Towns are scared to have raves
because of the negative publicity
they get," explains Kelly, a fiveyear veteran of the scene. "Raves
are harmless and the drugs are
not the main issue." But there
are an overwhelming number of
drug users whom habitually attend raves.
Drug usage in the rave
scene is popular. Ecstasy, Special-K, LSD, Crystal Meth are
all accessible at the parties. Powders are popular among dancers

staff, and $3 for students. Theatre Fairfield performs amazing productions abound with
talent, and often tickets sell out
quickly. To avoid disappointment, reserve tickets soon by
calling the Quick Center Box .

Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport Fine Arts
227-3324

Chris Deis
Commentary Editor
WVOE Program Director

WVOF's Top Ten
Hip-Hop Songs:
ARTIST
l)GhostfaceKillah
2) Shai with Jay-Z

SONG TITLE
"Daytona 500"
"Tonight"

3) The Fugees

"Ready or Not" (remix)

4) New Edition

"Hit Me Off

5) Jeru the Damaja
6)Jay-Z
7) Black Street
8) De'Angelo
9) Meaner
10) The Isley Brothers

"Ya Playin Yourself
"Can't Knock the Hustle"
"Billie Jean" (remix)
"Me and Those Dreamin Eyes"
"Real Rap Song"
"Floatin on your Love"

This list was compiled by DJ Chauncey D of Chauncey's joint,
The Hip Hop Showcase on 88.5 WVOF. If you want to hear these
bangin' hits or any others, tune in Monday nights from 10 p.m12 a.m. If your fancy is salsa or Latin house, check out DJ Rico
from 8 p.m-10 p.m. If slow jams make your heart throb, tune in
from 12 a.m-1 a.m for DJ Spice. Remember this Thursday
October 17, 1996 from 10 p.m-1 a.m is Hip Hop night at the
Levee- so come out and represent.
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RAVES CONTINUED
FROM PG.ll
because of their speedy effects. The average pot smoker is also still around.
Heroin is widely abused in the after hours
party because of its subdued and tranquil
nature. At Raves, there is a drug of choice
available for anyone whom seeks it out.
Do It Now, a research company
based in Arizona, has studied the effects
of the different drugs on party goers at
Raves. The reports published in 1995
indicate that less than half-a-dozen deaths
were reported in America because of drug
abuse at a party. Their research has shown
that the drugs of the nineties are actually
not as potent as the drugs of the sixties or
seventies. An average dosage of LSD
today is anywhere between 30-50 micrograms, Do It Now reports. "Compare this
to the 250-350 micrograms of LSD from
a generation ago," a spokesman from the
company says. Furthermore, Ecstasy a
popular drug at raves, comes in a fixed
dosage. This has prevented many people
from ingesting too much and dying from
an overdose.
, v
Columns of Knowledge is a
group of friends that collectively organize local Connecticut raves. One spokesperson for the group recognized the
troubles with drug usage. She says, "I
spend half my night being a therapist to
people overdosing." She went on to say
that the parties "do attract a lot of drug
dealers that just want to work the crowd.

Whenever we can, we get rid of them."
The spokesperson explained that they
"Want to give music to people without
any troubles and we want to give space for
people to party without any troubles."
Parties have become financially
lucrative for promoters. The cost of having a rave can be anywhere from $8,000
to $50,000. The promoters will end up
paying for music, security, space, equipment, vendors, and sound. The promoters
can be business men, musicians, D. J.' s, or
drug dealers. Some are in it for the enjoyment and yet others see raves as a profit
margin. Promoters have found a market
that they can gain financial wealth from.
Ravers are willing to spend money and
high attendance at the parties indicates
that this trend is not turning into a fad.
So whether people are digesting
drugs or dancing to their favorite music,
raves have become a phenomenon that
will not die out soon. Ravers want to be
able to party in a safe comfortable environment and for now, the parties satisfy
the urge. Because of the overwhelming
presence of drugs though, Tanya advises
not to "let raves engulf your life. If your
favorite band comes into* town, go sec
them," she says, "but don't let the rave
culture stifle your dreams, because you
can die."
. .

Mighty Mighty Bosstones, de la
soul, & FISHBONE headline
FUSA's fall concert
On Friday, October 25, 1996, FUSA's Special Events Committee will sponsor
a concert with headliners Mighty Mighty Bosstones, De La Soul, & Fishbone. Goodie
Mob will open the show. Doors for the event, to be held in Alumni Hall, will open at 7:00
pm and the concert will begin at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets for the concert will go on sale on Sunday, October 20 beginning at 4:00
pm in the Oak Room of the Barone Campus Center. Tickets are $15 for University
students and $ 18 for the general public. Students may purchase two tickets per ID and
unlimited tickets when tickets go on sale to the public on Wednesday, October 23. After
Sunday, sales will occur from 12-2 in the Campus Center Lobby and 5-7 in Dolan.
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and Yes, and was drawn to the jazz music
of Charlie Parker and Chick Corea. Next
Fairfield, Conn. - Bela Fleck
it was off to Boston and a stint with the
and the Flecktones will beguile Quick
band, "Tasty Licks," before heading to
Center audiences with its zesty serving
Nashville in 1981 to join the New Grass
of jazz, acoustic, funk, bluegrass, world
Revival, where he had a successful sevenbeat and bebop on Friday, Oct. 25, at 8
year run.
p.m. Fleck's previous appearances at the
Bela Fleck and the Flecktones
Quick Center have sold-out, so the pubwas formed for a PBS special in 1988,
lic is encouraged to buy tickets early to
giving Fleck an outlet for his fusion of
avoid disappointment.
bluegrass, jazz, funk, and rock. Since that
At 38 years old, Fleck's career
time the band has toured non-stop, both as
is on the fast track and critics are comheadliners and as part of a double bill with
paring the virtuoso banjoist to Pat
such monster groups as the Grateful Dead
Metheny in terms of his revolutionary
and country star Bonnie Raitt, as well as
influence on the industry. Fleck's most
the rock band "Phish."
recent release, "Tales From An Acoustic
In recent years, Fleck has attached
Planet," linkedhim with jazz giants Bruce
a synthesizer-pick-up to his purple Deering
Hornsby and Chick Corea, and his previCrossfire allowing him to channel voices
ous four albums have sold over a million
of other instruments through the body of
copies, winning the band 10 cumulative
the electric banjo. Also worth noting is
Grammy nominations.
Future Man's revolutionary synthe-axe
As part of the "Tales From An
drumitar - a guitar-shaped electronic creAcoustic Planet" World Tour, Fleck said
ation that is capable of releasing a rainbow
that he and sideman, electric bassist Vicof percussive and tonal sounds by touchtor Wooteh and synth-axe drumitarist
ing pressure sensitive keypads. And VicFuture Man, traveled to Ireland, South
tor Wooten has perfected a technique for
Africa, Indonesia, Mongolia, Thailand,
using his thumb like a pick, with up and
China, Singapore and the Philippines.
downstrokes.
While on tour, Fleck took the time to
"Both Vic and future Man are
transcribe some of the native folk music,
incredible," said Fleck. "They have the
and he said that some of those influences
ability to become 'water' and shape themwill be heard at the Quick Center conselves to each setting creating a powerful
cert. The performance is one o£ 200,_,. .musical force."
appearances Fleck is scheduled to make
"Fleck said-theJjand's latest venthis year.
ture is "Tabula Rasa" with EasTlhdianAmong his special projects is a
slide guitarist V.M. Bhatt and Chinese
new album, "A Place of Hope" which is
erhu (violin) player Jeibing Chen. A
soon to be released by Warner Brothers.
Flecktones live album is also in the works.
The album, a benefit project for a school
"The title 'Tabula Rasa' is actuin Soweto in Africa, features Fleck and
ally a play on words," Explained Fleck.
"The Latin translation for the word is
other top artists, as well as the spoken
contributions of South African leaders
'blank slate,' but it also refers to the North
Neson Mandela and Desmond Tutu.
Indian flavor."
"Hopefully, we will sell enough
Fleck said the Quick Center conto do some good," said Fleck. "I really
cert will include a broad sampling of cuts
loved working with the musicians in
from "Flight of the Cosmic Hippo," "Three
Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest," "UFO
Africa. It was so educational. I made a
lot of tapes while I was out there, and I'm
Tofu," and "Tales From An Acoustic
hoping to incorporate it into some new
Planet," as well as a few surprises.
compositions I'm working on. It's emo"On stage we're constantly evolvtionally and -technically challenging
ing," said Reck, "constantly pushing the
edge."
stuff."
Fleck's first love, banjo music,
Tickets for Bela Fleck and the
began with hearing Earl Scruggs' theme
Flecktones are $25. Discounts are availsong on the TV sitcom "The Beverly.
able for students, seniors and groups of 20
or more. For information contact the Quick
Hillbillies." As a student at the ManhatCenter Box Office at (203) 254-4010.
tan School of Music, he experimented
with rock and roll, playing Led Zepplin
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PRINCIPLES^/ SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
A mericans are living longer than ever. So it's quite
jfjLpossible you'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're independently wealthy, chances are you'll need more than
your pension and Social Security to support the kind
of lifestyle you'll want.
How can you help ensure that you'll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs —
tax-deferred annuities available only to people in
education or research.

•■a
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SRAs are easy. No pain, no sweat.

1

The best way to build strength — physical or fiscal
— is to start at a level that's comfortable and add to
your regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently contribute through your employer's payroll system. You

c
c
<3

can start with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now. Delaying for
even a year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire.
TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of
SRA allocation choices, long-term investment
expertise, and remarkably low expenses.1
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org,
or http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM
i

§5
1. Standard cf Poor'j Insurance Rating Analyjit, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., iApper-Dirtclorj' Analytical Data, 1995 (Quarterly).
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for a prospectus.
Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, Inc., distributes CREF certificates.
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Football team beaten
by experienced
Marist squad
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
This past Saturday,
The Fairfield University football team lost it's fourth consecutive Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference game. This
time, it was an extremely Marist
team that battled the Stags,
handing Fairfield a 34-3 loss.
Head coach Kevin Kiesel admitted that his young and inexperienced
Stags
were
outmatched in this game.
"They were bigger,
better, stronger, and faster,"
Kiesel said. "They lined up
and gave us a baptism."
The Stags really
struggled on offense, as a very
solid and disciplined Marist defensive front put constant pressure on freshman quarterback
Jim Lopusznick. Lopusznick
was able to connect on only
nine of 28 passes for just 91
yards. The Red Foxes were
able to neutralize Tom
Lopusznick, Fairfield's top receiver, holding the freshman
to just four catches for 39 yards.

Fairfield's running game, which
exploded for 168 yards two weeks
ago against St. Peter's, was nonexistent last week, as the Stags
mustered only 53 yards.
Fairfield's only points in
the game came on Jim Brett's 34yard field goal late in the first
quarter, which cut the Marist lead
to 7-3. That was the closest the
Stags would get, as the Red Foxes
scored the game's final 27 points
and cruised to victory. Marist put
the game out of reach with touchdown passes of 71, 29, and 24
yards in the second and third quarters, while racking up 279 yards
rushing and 273 yards passing.
"We learned a great lesson out there," Kiesel said. "We
learned what it is going to take to
be a quality team in this league."
This Saturday, Fairfield
will face another tough opponent
when they battle undefeated
Canisius on Alumni Field.
"Canisius is 4-0 in the
MAAC, and they are a very solid
team," Kiesel said. "It should be
another good test for us."

Home Games:
Women's Tennis vs. Columbia
Friday, 2 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Manhattan
Friday, 7 p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Lehigh
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs; Loyola
Saturday, 2 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. La Salle
Sunday, TB A
Volleyball vs. St. Peter's
Sunday, 2p.m.
Women's Soccer vs. Manhattan
Tuesday, 7 p.m.

The Fairfield Mirror
Sports
Men's Soccer Ties Nationally
Ranked UConn; Blanks
Manhattan
Jeff Woelpper
Staff Writer
In a game that was supposed to be a huge mismatch,
the Fairfield Stags put the ninthranked University of Connecticut to the test in a 3-3 tie. The
Stags aggressive
play on
both sides
of the ball
helped
them
dominate
an overconfident
Huskie
squad.
"This was
a pivotal
game in
our season," head
coach Carl Fairfield Defense
Rees said.
"We demonstrated that we can
achieve when we're prepared.'
Fairfield struck first
with a goal from Claudio
Barrientos, while a strong defense, led by Tom Bowles, held
UConn shotless for the first 20
minutes of the game.
The
Huskies finally mustered a goal
late in the first half, tying the
match. The two teams traded
goals in the second half, with
Fairfield's goal coming from
Barry O'Driscoll. With the
game tied 2-2 in overtime, Jesse

nated by the Stags.
Goalie
Chris Sheckly also helped the
Fairfield cause, as he posted five
saves.
"We really outplayed
Manhattan," Rees said. "Our
biggest opposition was the field
conditions and the atmosphere.
The team showed mental toughness."
S heckley
also
earned
MAAC player
of the week honors as he posted
14 saves in his
last two games.
This award was
well-deserved,
as he leads the
MAAC with a
1.04
goals
against average
and has not
given up a goal
in MAAC play
this season. A
photo: Sports Information
lot can also be
credited to a
Lennon and Jesse Parker helped
much improved Stag defense,
the Stags outplay their counterwhich has allowed only 13 goals
parts.
all season.
"Our midfield was
Fairfield will host
better than their midfield," Rees
Loyola
in
a battle of the top two
said. "And supposedly they
teams
in
the
conference on Sathave one of the best in the counurday
at
7
p.m.
on Alumni field.
try."
However,
the
Stags have one
On Saturday, Fairfield
more
road
game
against St.
continued their hot streak as
Peter's
on
Wednesday
which
they shut out Manhattan to take
they
cannot
overlook.
over first place in the Metro
"We can't overlook St.
Atlantic Athletic Conference.
Peter's
because
they can be
O'Driscoll and Parker each
tough,
especially
at
home," Rees
scored for the second straight
said.
"This
is
our
first
order of
game, in a game totally domibusiness before Loyola."

Parker netted a goal that gave
the Stags a short-lived lead, as
UConn quickly tied the game
3-3 which held up for the rest of
the game.
The key to Fairfield's
play came from it's midfield.
The aggressive play of Craig

Volleyball Breezes by
Columbia and Holy Cross
Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor
The volleyball team
had no problems with their two
opponents last week, as they
rolled over Columbia 15-4, 156, and 15-7, and then gave Holy
Cross a 15-2, 15-6,15-7 thrashing.
"We expected to win,"
said head coach Todd Kress. "We
have a very complex offense,
but the players are really starting
to get a grasp of how to operate
it."
The team showed an excellent grasp of this offense while
playing Columbia, and Holy
Cross, as they completely dominated the two teams, controlling
play from the outset. The Stags
played solid defense as well,
holding there opponents to very
few points.
The team now enters
their biggest week of the season,

as they face three MAAC rivals.
Winning these games is vital in
locking up a good position in the
conference, which will give them
a high seeding in the MAAC
Championships (November 9th
and 10th).
"Its a make or
break situation," said Kress.
"Even though we have a good
overall record [15-7, 3-0 in the
MAAC], we need to win these
next conference games to place
well in the championships.
If the Stags win the
MAAC tournament, they will
receive an NCAA tournament
birth.
"We control our own
destiny," said MAAC Player of
the Week Liz Bower. "The seasons going great, and I'm really
impressed with how we are playing considering all the obstacles
we have overcome."
The Stags played Iona
at home on Tuesday, and will

Chrissy Bihday
face Manhattan tomorrow, St.
Peter's on Sunday, and Yale next
Wednesday. All games are at
home, and with the excitement
picking up, and the end of the
season approaching, the team
would really appreciate any student support.
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Women's Soccer is
Blanked at Harvard
Invitational
Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor

and is packed with individual talent.
Naomi Miller, one of Harvard's top
players, had her way with Fairfield as
she scored 2 goals and assisted on the
third.
The tournament highlight for
the team,
was the
solid defensive
play ofjunior Mary
Ann
Sadowski.
She was rewarded by
being
named to
the all tournament
team.

The women's soccer team returned from the unfriendly waters of the
Harvard Invitational Tournament this past
weekend after
dropping 2
games.
The
Stags first collided with the
University of
Vermont, and
fell just short,
as they were
beaten by the
Catamounts 10. The team
played rather
well despite
not scoring.
"Hopefully
The lone goal
this
past
came on a
weekend
messy play.
was a crossThe defense
roads,"
said
had trouble
Grande.
clearing, and
"We've
after several
sorted a lot
deflections the
ofproblems,
ball was voland are foleyed
past
cusing
on
goaltender
turning
it
Cristen Veach
Diana Grande
photo: Sports Information around."
by a UVM
The team
player.
has made a
"We
few
positional
changes,
and
with five
should have won the game," said senior
MAAC
games
scheduled
in
the next
Diana Grande. "We played them really
couple
weeks,
the
Stags
are
looking
to
evenly, but we simply couldn't capitalize
put
together
a
winning
streak.
Winning
on any scoring opportunities."
these games is vital in the team making
On Sunday, the team faced a
the post season tournament. With a 5-6
nationally ranked Harvard contingency.
record, losing 1 or 2 more games would
Fairfield's scoring troubles continued, and
make it difficult for the team to qualify.
they were shut out 3-0. Once the Crimson
The Stags faced St. Peter's at
scored their second goal it was a downhome
yesterday,
travel to Baltimore to
ward spiral for the Stags. Frustration set
take
on
Loyola
on
Saturday, and then
in, and a comeback was not attainable.
return
home
on
Tuesday
to play ManHarvard is an excellent team,
hattan. .

Ruggers Come Back to
Win After Two Tough
Defeats
Terry Houston
Contributing Writer
The Fairfield University rugby
team made a last minute comeback to beat
Trinity this past Saturday.
Freshman
sensation Dave "Prop 48" Bea scored the
winning try with just seconds left in the
game in one of the most dramatic comebacks in Fairfield University athletics history. The ruggers were down 21-0 and
then went on to score 24 points in the
second half to win the epic battle. The
ruggers were inspired by deranged player/
coach Brian Duffell, Colin "Freight Train"
Rigby (five tries this season) and multiversatile Terry Houston, who scored in the
comeback.
In the two previous games, the

ruggers lost a late lead against Western
Connecticut to lose a heartbreaker 3330. Against Coast Guard, the ruggers
came back late in the game, but it was not
enough, as they lost 24-22. The ruggers
as a team are playing explosive offensive
rugby with a team record ten tries in
three games. Duffell, Brain "Mud"
Lynch, and captains Jon Baumstark and
Ricky Peel have added to the scoring
explosion.
The B squad is undefeated this
season thanks to the strong play of Andrew Lund, Graeme Kavanagh, and Barry
Whitey. The ruggers are playing Yale at
home this weekend, so bring the parents
out to see Fairfield get revenge for the
recent U.S. News and World Report college rankings.
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Athletes of the Week
Elizabeth
Bower

Chris
Sheckley

Bower, a freshman
from Cincinati, Ohio,
carried the volleyball
team to two huge victories last week, earning
her MAAC player of
the week honors. On
the season, Bower
leads the MAAC with
11.32 assists per game
and is second in service
aces with .59 per game.

Sheckley, a freshman
from Windham, CT,
made five saves to help
the Stags tie UConn. He
was named MAAC
player of the week as he
recorded 14 saves in his
last two games. Sheckley
leads the MAAC with a
1.04 GAA and has not
given up a goal in
MAAC play.

Field Hockey Wins
Two Close Games
Brant Berndlmaier
Staff Writer
The women*s field hockey
team rallied for two more victories this
past week. The
games
were
against Rider and
Westchester.
These wins bring
them to a 6-7
record, one win
away from their
goal of maintaining a .500 overall
record, as well as
bringing them
four goals closer
to their projected
total of 40 goals
for the season.
The
Stags received 14
offensive corners
in the game against
Rider, with goalie
Kandiss
Kulp
racking up a total
of 12 saves. The
_ ,
,
Laura Taylor
final score was 10, as freshmen
Dana Turnbull scored on a penalty shot.

Fellow freshman Erin McGuire just missed
scoring another goal, as her shot was just
wide.
The game against Westchester
was much closer, as the Stags needed
double overtime before winning by a final of 3-2. The Stags
took the lead in the
beginning of the
game with goals
scored by Jenna
Cardone and Patricia
Stanley. Westchester
soon scored two
goals to tie the game,
one of which was off
a penalty stroke. The
game then went into
double overtime and
Erin McGuire scored
a break-away goal
with only 2:24 left on
the clock to give the
Stags the victory.
On Saturday,
Fairfield will face
Lehigh in their final
photo: Sports Info Patriot league home
game, before facing
St. Joseph's on the
road on Tuesday.
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Women s Tennis Team Wins
Fifth Straight MAAC
Championship
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor

year, certainly would have been
proud of Fairfield's effort in this
year's championship. Interim
head coach Tim Norton picked
up right where Giachino left off
in leading the Stags to the top of

This past weekend, the
Fairfield University women's
tennis team traveled to the Concord Resort Hotel
inKiameshaLake,
New York, for the
Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference championships and took
home their fifth
consecutive title
with relative ease.
The tremendous team effort added to what
has been another
remarkable fall
campaign for the
Stags. The entire
tournament came
down to the final
day of competiAmy Hanson
tion, as Fairfield
faced Loyola in
every finals match. Fairfield's
the MAAC once again.
total of 50 points was the highest
The Stags were domiwomen's total since the tournanant over the three-day event as
ment was reduced to eight teams
they won seven of the nine finals
in 1990. The Stags were just four
matches. Hanson dropped a
points away from a perfect score
tough match at number one
of 54.
singles, but teamed up with
"Everyone played reNancy Searle at number one
ally well," senior captain Amy
doubles for a 7-5, 6-2 victory.
Hanson said. "We knew that if
For Hanson, it was the fourth
we could stay focused, we could
consecutive year that she wdn a
win the whole thing."
finals event at the MAAC chamThis championship
pionships.
marked the first time in five years
The rest of the singles
that Jim Giachino was not at the
finals belonged to Fairfield.
helm for the Stags. Giachino,
Lenka Hurton was impressive in
who took the head position for
defeating her opponent at numthe Southwest Missouri State
bertwosingles,6-3,6-0. Dierdre
women's tennis team earlier this
Tindall and Maureen Canuso

both looked sharp in their
matches at number three and
four singles respectively, as they
both breezed to easy wins in
straight sets. The duo also
teamed up at number two
doubles and
posted a wellplayed, threeset
victory.
Searle added to
her doubles
championship
with Hanson by
topping her opponent at number five singles,
6-1,6-4.
Candice Srubar
rounded out the
singles competition with a hardfought victory at
number
six
singles, winning
6-2, 5-7, 6-4.
Those who
questioned
whether
the
Stags would have trouble without Giachino, or whether the
pressure of being defending
MAAC champions would be
too great, were certainly silenced by last weekend's results.
"We were a little nervous because we were expected
to win," Hanson said. "But we
just went out to win. It's become a tradition around here."
Next up for the Stags
is a home match against a talented Colombia contingency on
Friday, before travelling to West
Point, New York for the Army
Invitational next weekend.

Men's Tennis Team Takes
Second Place in MAAC
Championships
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University men's tennis team came up
short in their bid for a third
straight Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference championship this
past weekend, as they finished
five points behind St. Peter's in
the championship event.
"It is very disappointing," junior co-captain Dave
Briones said. "A few points
here and there, and it's a whole
different story."
The Stags were led by
sophomore Mike Twardowski,
who lost just three games in the
entire tournament. Twardowski
was particularly impressive in
the finals on Sunday, as he shutout his opponent at number five
singles, 6-0, 6-0.

Sophomore Brian
Stype was also impressive
throughout the tournament, as
he closed out his fine effort at
the three-day event with a 6-3,
6-1 victory at number four
singles, while Briones battled
through a tough first-round
match before easily winning the
number six singles championship, 6-1, 6-2. Dennis Ryan
and Brendan Gaetner teamed
up at number three doubles to
produce the fourth finals victory for the Stags, fighting off a
tough duo from Loyola, 7-6,57, 6-4.
"We put a lot of pressure on ourselves," Briones
said. "But a lot of the matches
were really close, and everybody played well."
The outcome of the
tournament was dramatically

affected by the seedings at number two doubles. Fairfield's
team of Briones and John
Coakley drew a talented pair
from St. Peter's in the first
round, and lost a hard-fought
match, 3-6, 7-5, 4-6. As a result, the Stags were unable to
gain any points at number two
doubles, which may have made
a difference in the final totals.
"The seedings really
hurt us there," Briones said. "If
we could have played them in
the finals, things may have been
different."
Fairfield will be back
in action this weekend, with an
alumni match on Saturday before squaring off against a very
talented LaSalle team on Sunday.
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For
what it's
worth
A Better System, A
Great Run by the Yanks,
and "That Kid"
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor

For as long as I can remember, Major League Baseball
featured two divisions in each league. The winners in each of these
divisions qualified for post-season play, and by winning just one sevengame series against the other division winner in the league, a team could
advance to the World Series. This resulted in few September games that
had any importance, and left many teams wondering why their season
always seemed to be over before it even started. That was until the Major
League Baseball brain trust got together three years ago and created a
central division in each league while awarding an additional playoff
spot to the best team in each league that was not a division winner. And
now, most baseball fans would argue that they wouldn't have it any
other way.
The new format helped to bring excitement back to Major
League Baseball at a time when the game needed it most. The strike that
ended the 1994 season late in August left the entire baseball world
wondering what the reaction of fans would be when things started up
again in 1995. Fortunately, the new playoff format played a pivotal role
in rejuvenating fan interest. With the addition of the new division and
the wild card, more teams had a chance to qualify for post-season play,
so more fans came out to cheer for their respective teams, even in late
September.
The new system has been especially beneficial to teams with
lower payrolls in smaller markets. For years, these teams had been
unable to compete with teams in bigger markets that had huge payrolls
and big stars. As a result, most small market teams lost sight of a chance
at the pennant unless they were in the midst of a miracle season. Fan
support sputtered out, and revenues consequently decreased, as well as
the ability to get premier players and develop the farm system. But with
the new format, these teams don't need a miracle season to advance to
the post-season. They can just compete for the wild card or even make
a run at a divisional title, since there are only four or five teams in each
division instead of six or seven.
However, the new format is certainly worthy of some criticism. It penalizes teams that have put together great seasons by forcing
them to win a crucial, five-game series in order to advance to the league
championship series. This greatly hindered the Cleveland Indians, a
team which put together a fabulous 99 win season, only to have their
world series dreams spoiled by this year' s wild card entry, the Baltimore
Orioles. Everybody knows that any team can win on any given day in
Major League Baseball. Over the course of a 162 game season, the best
teams will usually rise to the top. But to have a team that has excelled
for the entire season bounced out of the playoffs because of a couple of
bad games does not seem fair. Perhaps Major League Baseball should
think about extending the first playoff series to seven games to give a
team in the same situation as the Cleveland Indians the advantage they
deserve for such a successful regular season.
Another team which has put together a great season is the New
York Yankees, this year's American League champions. The Bronx
Bombers advanced past Texas and Baltimore on the road to their first
pennant in 15 years. New York has simply played good fundamental
baseball throughout the playoffs, proving that solid pitching and good
defense, along with some clutch hitting, can win championships.
Of course, twelve-year old fans with gloves are also an
important part of the formula for success. In game one of the American
League championship series, the Yankees trailed Baltimore 4-3 in the
bottom of the eighth inning. Rookie shortstop Derek Jeter lofted a high
fly ball deep to right field that looked as if it was going to be caught.
Instead, "that kid" (as he is affectionately referred to by some Baltimore
fans) reached over the wall to make the catch and the right field umpire
mistakenly called it a home run, as replays clearly showed that the ball
was not going to clear the fence.
But even if you're not a Yankee fan, you really can't knock the
umpire in this case. At normal speed, it was certainly a difficult call to
make. Just imagine if you were the umpire on the right field line at
Yankee Stadium in game one of the American League championship
series, with New York trailing by one run late in the game. Would you
be able to call a ball that looks like a home run to 50,000 screaming fans
an out because of fan interference? No, me neither. Lets go Yanks!

